
TERMS OF EXHIBITION AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT, entered into between [NAME] (“Artist”) and BLKARTHOUSE (“BAH”)
(collectively “the Parties”), is effective and binding as of the date on which it is signed by all
Parties (the “Effective Date”).

WHEREAS, BAH has assembled an exhibition entitled “Televised Revolution” (“Exhibition”);
and WHEREAS, Artist intends to participate in such Exhibition, all on the terms and subject to
the conditions set forth herein. NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises
agreed to herein, the Parties agree as follows:

1. THE EXHIBITION
a. This Agreement shall govern the Exhibition and Artwork displayed by the Artist

in the Exhibition, from June 2, 2022 until June 30, 2022.

b. Artist appoints BAH as an agent for purposes of the Exhibition only. BAH shall
not permit the Artworks to be used for any other purposes without the written
consent of the Artist.

c. BAH accepts for the Exhibition only, only those Artworks selected and which are
in the Artist’s sole possession, which is part of this Agreement.

d. Artist hereby warrants that Artist created and possess unencumbered title and
copyright to the Artwork, and that their descriptions are true and accurate.

e. Artist’s signature here confirms that Artist does not intend to request their return
of their Artwork before the termination of the Exhibition.

f. Artist agrees that BAH shall retain a 35% commission on the value of Artwork
sold for its services.

2. SHIPPING AND HANDLING
a. Packing, transportation of and handling expenses and risk of loss or damage

incurred in the delivery of Artwork from the Artist to the Exhibition, shall be the
responsibility of the Artist. Artist shall insure the shipment of the artwork.

b. Artist agrees to ship Artwork to the below address by May 23, 2022, with a
certificate of authenticity.

BlkArthouse
c/o Jennifer Goodman
Ven Embassy Row
2015 Massachusetts Ave NW, Washington, DC 20036



c. Packing, transportation of and handling expenses and risk of loss or damage
incurred in the delivery of Artwork from the Exhibition either to a Buyer or
returned to the Artist, shall be the responsibility of BAH.

d. If BAH does not receive Artwork by May 30, 2022, BAH maintains the right to
refuse featuring Artwork in the Exhibition.

3. PARTY RESPONSIBILITIES

a. BAH shall be responsible for the safekeeping of Artwork while they are in its
custody.

b. Title to Artwork shall remain with the Artist until the Artist has been paid in full
by BAH; title then passes directly to the Buyer. All proceeds from the sale of the
Artwork shall be held in trust for the Artist and shall be distributed to Artist
within seven (7) days of sale.

c. Artist is responsible for insuring Artwork.

d. BAH shall not tend out, remove from Exhibition, or sell Artwork outside the
scope of the Exhibition and this Agreement without written permission of Artist.

e. BAH shall be responsible for transmitting Artwork to digital format for purposes
of the virtual Exhibition.

f. BAH shall return Artwork within a reasonable timeframe to Artist if not sold, but
no later than seven (7) days from the termination of the Exhibition.

g. Artist is responsible for insuring Artwork.

h. Artist agrees not to independently sell Artwork outside the Exhibition for the
duration of the Exhibition without written permission of BAH.

i. Artist shall be responsible for transmitting Artwork to digital format for purposes
of the virtual Exhibition.

5. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
a. Artist reserves all rights to the reproduction of Artwork, unless noted in this

Agreement.

b. BAH may arrange to have Artwork photographed to publicize and promote
Artwork through the Exhibition, both for the physical and virtual Exhibition. In
every instance of such use, Artist shall be acknowledged as the creator and
copyright owner of Artwork.



c. BAH gives license to Artist to use the BAH logo, name, and trademark for
purposes of advertising and promoting Artwork and the Exhibition.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the
Effective date.

______________________ ________________________
[NAME] Tatiana Rice,

CEO, BlkArthouse



ATTACHMENT A

1. Reality, Buck Herring

2. Afrofuturism Meets AI II, Oz Laputan

3. Afobaje (the King Maker), Oladimeji Alabi

4. Elegant Beings I, Flower Work, Giving Glory, LM Flowers

5. Determination, Oyeniyi Oluwatobiloba

6. The Waiting, Almat Adams

7. Fall Apart, Omoyeni Arogunmati

8. Choke, Valencia Washington

9. Holding Up, Brandon Brewer

10. Focus, Anita Easterwood

11. My Tears Are Liquids, Edem Dake

12. Donna, Heather Sportsman

13. Finding Fathers, Savior Allen-Knight

14. Butterflies, Darian Smith

15. Family Ties, Greta Chaplin-McGill

16. A Song of Love, Kinende Paul Junior

17. I Am Home, Inyang Essien

18. Touchstone To Be Measured, Gherdai Hassell

19. All Black Everywhere, Merone Hailemeskel


